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MOVING?
Let us know... before you go!
name
Old address

New address

telephone #

The NALCASTER is a publication of, by and for the
members of Pagoda Branch# z58, NALC Reading Pa.
The opinions expressed herein, may but do not
necessarily reflect those of the Editor or Branch # 258. All
contributions are welcome. you may use any items in this
newsletter, just inform your readers of the source.

N.A.L.0
HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN
SERVICE LINES
General Claims Inquiries 1888 636 6252
Hospital Pre-certification (required) 1800 622
6252
Prerecorded Benefits Information 1888 636
6252
Prescription Customer Service Line 1800 933
6252

Do what you can,
Where you are,
With what you have.

KEEP
CALM

Theodore Roosevelt.
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JOIN THE
NALC EACTIVIST
NETWORK
Join together with thousands of your fellow
active and retired letter carriers to make
your voice heard! Sign up with the NALC eActivist Network to receive periodic e-mail
action alerts and information on issues
important to NALC members.
You may use the online form below both to
JOIN the network and to CHANGE/
UPDATE your information. The information
you send is encrypted and secure.
Click here to download a version of the
online form as a standard PDF, suitable for
dowloading, printing and filling out by hand.
Click here to download a version of the
online form as a fillable PDF, suitable for
downloading, opening in Acrobat Reader,
filling out on a computer and then saving,
printing or mailing.
Note that your information must be
validated by the NALC Membership
Department before your e-Activist Network
subscription can be activated.

President's Message
Happy New Year, Hope all of you had a wonderful holiday
season. When I think back 17 years ago we were all worried about
what the year 2000 was going to do to all our lives and technology.
Seems like only yesterday. The USPS is still moving forward but
sometimes I feel we are taking many steps backwards. All the new
technology, the reduction of our workforce and the reducing of
service standards has had dramatic effects on the USPS.
Managements insistence on micromanaging every aspect of our jobs. They watch
our every move. They create jobs for managers to sit at a computer all day watching
carriers all over the district trying to catch them wasting time. Programs like this cause
such division among the groups of employees. No one trusts anyone. It is always us
versus them. People are pressured to make unrealistic goals set by incomplete and
inaccurate data. Supervisors are told the employees they manage are stealing from the
company. They in turn try to bully their workers to preform to make these unrealistic goals.
Discipline is handed out to employees for not meeting estimated PET times, questionable
MSP scans, parcel scans and many other so called failure to follow instruction violations.
Scanners go blank and their batteries die every day, but still the USPS disciplines carriers
for missing scans. What happens when programs like these dictate goals in these
environments? Everyone loses. Trust is lost. Service and our customer lose.
How much money and time is spent on these programs? How does our business or
anyone benefit from these programs? How much money is spent in the grievance
procedure for discipline generated from these programs? What company would put
someone only a few months past their probation in charge of supervising and managing
groups of long time employees? I wish someone could answer some of these questions,
then maybe I would understand the rationale behind the decisions management has
made.
All the positive programs and services we could all work on as a team instead of
adversaries are endless. Employee safety, Customer connect and customer alert program
are just a few. We deliver to every address in every neighborhood across the USA. How
could we better serve the American people? We now deliver food, water and many other
necessities to our patrons making orders over the internet. What other services could we
provide to increase our revenue? Instead of dividing employees and trying to catch them
doing something wrong, why don't we join together and create a team to make our
business better?

Why not empower employees to do their jobs the way they know best? Instead local
supervisors follow instructions given by someone working miles away looking at a
computer. Why not use the experience your long time employees have to help new
employee's better serve their customers? I just have so many unanswered questions.
How has technology brought us so far and yet postal management continues to manage
using antiquated and demoralizing tactics? I hope this year brings answers to some of
these questions and we work together to make the USPS the great workplace it can
become.
Sincerely,
Fred Ranalli

LAST PUNCH

Retirees Corner
Retiree's
Breakfast,
On the Thipl Thursday
of every month, retiree's
gather for breakfast and
share stories and
brotherhood and
sisterhood. Wives,
husbands and significant
others are always
welcome. Join us on
Feb16th and March 16th at
Crossroads Restaurant at
9:00AM. Oak Sally Urban
for more information
484 797 0166 or Fred
Ranalli 610 406 1131.

BU NCH

Congratulations! ! !
Jeffrey Brigle
Jeff started at the Post Office on May 25th
1985, a graduate of Reading high school. He is
married to Leann Brigle who is also a Letter
Carrier. Enjoy retirement Jeff! ! !

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
Legislative Updates
Anti-labor proposals advance in four states
Jan 18, 2017
In recent weeks, several states have already experienced significant efforts to undermine the labor
movement:
Kentucky
On Jan. 7, Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin (R) signed into law a so-called "right to work" measure (H.B. 1)
that was introduced by Speaker of the House Jeff Hoover (R) and Republican Reps. Jim DeCesare,
Robert Benvenuti, Kevin Bratcher, John Carney, Jim DuPlessis, Richard Heath, Toby Herald, Dan
Johnson, Kim King, Adam Koenig, Stan Lee, David Meade, Jerry Miller, Kimberly Poore Moser, David
Osborne, Phillip Pratt, Bart Rowland, Sal Santoro, Jonathan Shell, Diane St. Onge, Walker Thomas,
William Wells and Addia Wuchner.
On Jan. 9, Bevin also signed into law H.B. 3,repealing the current prevailing wage law. The repealed
prevailing wage law had established a minimum wage for skilled construction work on public funded
project and encouraged local hiring for publicly funded projects. H.B. 3 was introduced by Speaker
Hoover and Republicam Reps. Adam Koenig, Robert Benvenuti, John Carney, Jim DeCesare, Richard
Heath, Toby Herald, Dan Johnson, Kim King, Stan Lee, David Meade, Jerry Miller, Kimberly Poore
Moser, David Osborne, Phillip Pratt, Sal Santoro, Jonathan Shell, Diane St. Onge, Walker Thomas and
Addia Wuchner.
Also on Jan. 9, Bevin signed into law the so-called paycheck deception bill (H.B. 6) that was introduced
by Republican Reps. Robert Stivers, Ralph Alvarado, Dan Seum, Damon Thayer and Max Wise. This
legislation will require workers to "opt in" to having union dues withheld from their paychecks and
require unions to use separate money for its political activities.
Missouri
On Jan. 12, Missouri's House Economic Development Committee approved so-called "right to work"
legislation (H.B. 91) that was introduced by Rep. Holly Rehder (R). The state's Senate General Laws
Committee also held a hearing on the companion "right to work" measure (S.B. 19) and a so-called
paycheck deception bill (S.B. 21), both of which were introduced by Sen. Dan Brown (R).
New Hampshire
New Hampshire's Senate Labor Committee passed a so-called "right to work" bill (S.B. 11) that was
introduced by Republican Sens. John Reagan, Daniel Itse, Carol McGuire, James Spillane, Leonard
Turcotte, Gary Daniels, Regina Birdsell, Kevin Avard, Yvonne Dean-Bailey, Bob Guida, James Gray,
Ruth Ward, William Gannon, Daniel Innis, Harold French, Chuck Morse, Jeb Bradley and Andy
Sanborn. The measure was set to considered by New Hampshire's Senate on Jan. 19.
Ohio
On Jan. 10, West Chester, OH held a hearing on a local so-called "right to work" ordinance that could
spur an effort across the state to move similar local ordinances. A second hearing was scheduled for
Jan. 24.

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO
WHEN INJURED AT WORK
•

Report your injury to your supervisor and fill out form CA1 (get a receipt and a copy of the
completed
form CA1). If possible also report your injury to your union rep at this time. When making your
statement on the CA1, be sure to include time, date, place, all body parts injured and include what you were
doing when your injury occurred. For example only; On March 9, 2014 at 2:30pm while delivering mail in my
duties as a letter carrier for the USPS, I slipped on ice and injured my right ankle and my back. Also be sure
to check the box indicating your request for COP (Continuation of Pay). It is important to include that

you were performing duties of your employment with the USPS.
-You will need a form CA16 (authorization for medical treatment).
-you will need a form CA17 (to address possible restrictions).
•
If you need immediate medical treatment, (bleeding, head injury, or life threatening injury)
go to the Hospital/ Emergancy Room.
•
After you receive emergency treatment at the hospital, they will schedule a follow up appointment, You can
accept the appointment, however, when you get home immediately contact the doctor of YOUR CHOICE
and or specialist if required, confirm OWCP participation and make an appointment. Then call and cancel the
follow up appointment made by the hospital/ER. DO NOT GO TO THE APPOINTMENT SCHEDULED BY
THE HOSPITAUER, OR URGENT CARE! The doctor/ medical provider that you see for your second
treatment or follow up will be your "doctor of record". This doctor will manage your treatment. Although you

may enter the hospital through the clearly marked Emergency, once you inform the staff that
you have a work-related injury you will be unknowingly taken into the Workers' Comp clinic.
The doctors and staff of this office are under contract with your employer and may not be
acting in your best interests.
•
Report your injury to your union representative AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
We can teach
you how to track your claim status and view all submitted bills to the DOL. Your bills should not be
submitted to your primary insurance; that is insurance fraud.
• If your injury does not require emergency treatment, GO TO THE DOCTOR OF YOUR CHOICE! The doctor
may be your family doctor or of the specialty your injury requires. When you make the appointment confirm the
doctor will accept OWCP patients and is an approved OWCP participant. Your doctor will treat your injury

with your best interest in mind.
•

Keep the USPS informed about your availability and restrictions for work. Diagnosis and treatment
information are protected and confidential between you, your medical provider and the DOL. Disclosing

diagnosis and treatment information to postal management may open your claim up for
second guessing and unsolicited opinions from people without medical expertise. When
discussing your restrictions and possible return to work with your doctor, understand the
necessity for informing your doctor of postal interpretation of implied restrictions.
•

When you receive your claim number from the Department of Labor, it is your responsibility to give it to all
medical providers involved in your treatment. They cannot properly send YOUR bills to the DOL without your
claim number. If your providers do not get this information, you may end up in the Credit

Bureau.
•

Never discard correspondence of bills from medical providers, DOL, or the USPS. Make copies and give
copies to your union Representative, NOT MANAGEMENT. Keep all originals for your records.
•
Be careful not to confuse the Postal Service's injury Compensation Office with the Department of Labor's
Office of Workers' Compensation. The Postal Service's injury Compensation Office has no authority to approve
or disapprove any aspect of your claim. All decisions will be made by the US Department of Labor's OWCP
Claim Representative assigned to your claim based on your statement and your doctor's medical rationale. It

is the claimants responsibility to prove that they were injured performing work-related duties.

Compassion is the response to the suffering of others that motivates a desire to help,
per Wikipedia. This was demonstrated at our Christmas party by the two families
that we adopted. It was a great pleasure to have been a part of that experience.
Compassion is something that should be demonstrated on a daily basis. It doesn't
always have to have a monetary value, it can be something we show or do to help
our customers.
My story starts with Dr. Bob, an older gentlemen that I normally see on a daily basis
at a fast food restaurant that is on my route. Dr. Bob, as he likes to be called, appears
to be homeless. I have never asked him but you can tell by his appearance. Several
layers of clothes on, overgrown beard, doesn't wear shoes, has slip on sandals with
socks and has a small carryon in tote with him. When I first started noticing Dr. Bob,
he would be standing out smoking and wouldn't acknowledge me at all. I can talk to
anyone. So, one day I just said hi to him and he responded. Eventually, we would
have conversations about random things. One story he told was about the manager
at this fast food restaurant that he was having issues with. She didn't like that he
would sit in the restaurant, drink his coffee and she didn't like that fact that people
would buy food. I was very ashamed for this person. Where is her compassion for
this man that seems to be less fortunate? What if the shoes were reversed and it was
her in this situation, would she feel differently? He doesn't ask anyone for anything.
Random people do it on their own, their showing him compassion. He told me they
should have one of him at every restaurant to drum up business.
We are very fortunate to have a great paying job, a roof over our head, food on the
table, running water to shower and shoes. Dr. Bob has never told me why he is in
the situation he is and I never asked. He has told me about being married, that he has
a son, told me about his mom and how he counsels people. He is also a Vietnam Vet.
We as carriers, may see people every day that are in the same situation as Dr. Bob. It
doesn't hurt to be compassionate towards anyone similar to Dr. Bob, to say hi to a
random person, a child or elderly person on your route. You may be the only person
that sees them on a daily basis. Think about the difference you may make not only
in someone else's life but in your own life, just by saying hi.

"Compassion is the ultimate expression of your highest self'.
—Russell Simmons—
Tammy Jones

Question and Answer Forum
Question: What is the best advice you can give to a CCA?
Working safe should be a priority. Rushing around doesn't get the job done quicker. That's when
delivery mistakes are made and a chance of having an accident or injury happens. — submitted by

Paul Purcell
—Be honest and always go by the rules. Never be afraid to ask a regular carrier a question when
you're unsure about something. — submitted by Cheryl Newton
- In cold weather, always make sure you carry extra socks with you. If your feet start getting cold
it's harder to warm up. — submitted by Dajanis Gonzalez
- It's important to see value in the services we provide to our customers. Every piece of mail is
important, someone paid to have it delivered to someone's house correctly and with courtesy. —
submitted by Steve Capozello
Take your time and pay attention. Speed will come with repetition. Listen to the advice of the
trainers and carriers, as they explain the details of what the route entails. ASK questions!!
submitted by Brian Becker
—Don't be afraid to approach senior carriers with questions. Most carriers are happy to help.
Organize your vehicle. Take a few minutes and look at the case so you know where you're
delivering which helps in organizing your mail and parcels. — submitted by Mike Mulligan
Always case in any cards that a carrier has for their route. They have taken the time to make
them for a reason. It could have to do with a MSP, hazard, dog or vacancy on their route. Be
respectful with their vehicle, park it where you got it and leave it the way you found it. — submitted
by Tammy Jones

Anyone interested in submitting a question, please feel free to email me at
Tjones1367@aol.com . Carriers are randomly picked to answer the
question. This is a informative forum not only for CCAS but regular
carriers too.
"United we fight divided we beg"

Hot Topic - Safety Talk
March 30, 2012
Prevent Accidents While Parked
Don't let one moment of inattention from you or someone else end your
life or make you have to live with something that could haunt you
forever.
Recently our Postal Family has suffered two (2) major devastating
accidents. Both involved letter carriers legally parked and working out
of the rear of their delivery vehicles. In both cases the carriers were hit
from behind by another vehicle. One of the employees died and the
other is still being treated for their injuries.
We ask that you and your supervisors re-visit the selection of each of
your park points to reduce your exposure to traffic unnecessarily,
while working from the rear of your delivery vehicle. Look for a safer
location to park your vehicle, like a nearby side street with less traffic.
Always take that extra precautionary measure to stay safe and park in
an area with less traffic. Remember to allow at least 20 feet from an
intersection or 30 feet when at an intersection that is regulated by a
traffic light.
Do not talk on a cell phone or use headphones to listen to music. We
want you to be able to hear your surroundings. Stay alert and be ready
for the unexpected. All your senses must be working to their fullest. If
someone is speeding or swerving or braking, being able to hear that
vehicle may make the difference and give you those extra seconds you
need to move into a safer area.
Use Flashers and Strobes when parked and working from the rear of
your delivery vehicle. This will increase your visibility to other
drivers
but remember to turn them off when you are ready to
pull away.
Also, please remember you can always share concerns with your
supervisor regarding safety hazards on your route.
Safety and Health Headquarters

Motor Vehicle: Don't Just Change Your
Tires; Change Your Attitude
When it comes to workplace safety, just getting there can be half the battle. ...Longer hours Of darkness
and wet roads can add to the hazards of commuting. But the one constant in our commute throughout the
year is our attitudes. Often, it's what we think as much as what we do that gets us into traffic accidents. So
while it's always a good idea to assess the conditions of your vehicle and route, it's also wise to assess
and be prepared to change your attitudes toward driving.
Signs You Need a Driving Attitude Adjustment
These are some examples of attitudes that lead to traffic accidents. How many of these thoughts have crossed your
mind recently?
•

I can't afford new tires right now. I'll just have to stick with my old ones for another season.

•

Never mind the weather. If the speed limit says 60, I'm going 60.

•

If he doesn't get off my tail, I'm going to hit the brakes and teach him a lesson!

•

The only way I'm going to get across this intersection is to make my left turn after the light turns red.

•

Nothing is more important than getting to this meeting on time. I'll just text the client to let him know I'll be
there soon.

•

If I "boot it," I can make this yellow light.

•

I've been driving for 20 years and haven't had an accident yet.

•

Those pedestrians will just have to fend for themselves. After all, who's going to lose in a collision, me or
them?

•

I can't see behind me, but if I back up really slowly, the other traffic will have time to stop.

If these statements pretty much sum up your attitude toward driving, the chances are good that you're going to
have an accident.
Signs of a Good Driving Attitude
On the other hand, positive attitudes can keep you out of trouble. Do any of these thoughts sound fa iliar?
•

Google map says it'll take 45 minutes to make the drive. But I don't know the route, so I'll give myself some
extra time.

•

I'll just do a quick circle check of my vehicle before I start out.

•

Seat belt on? Yup.

•

Cell phone off? Yup.

•

The speed limit says 60, but it's starting to rain, so I'll go a little slower because the roads will be slick.

•

That car behind me is driving way too fast for these conditions. I'll get out of his way and give him some
extra space.

•

Traffic's heavy today. I'll signal for my exit and lane changes well in advance.

▪

It's safer for me to nose out of this parking space. I'll back into the space so my car's facing out.

Conclusion
Most vehicle accidents are the result not of the machine but the person operating it. Be aware of your
attitudes and give your undivided attention to your safe driving. And consider upgrading your driving skills.
You don't have to be a poor driver to strive to become a better one.
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Greater Berks Food
Bank
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Reading, PA 19608
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Serving US Postal
Service Over 55 Years!
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EAP
Make the Call!
Virginia Cormier,LSW,CEAP
EAP CONSULTANT
1800-EAP-4YOU
1800-327-4968
www.EAP4YOU.COM

JANICE RANALLI
610-678-2512 Home/Fax
610-914-8436 Cell
BONUSES FOR FULL ALLOWANCE
ORDERS
MONTHLY SALES

